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The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of cognitiv e
orienting aid (strategy prompt vs simple direction) and concept map
(absence vs presence) on quality of learning outcomes. It also attempted
to compare the value of these two instructional features on the learning
outcomes of students who habitually adopt different learning strategies
in their approaches to tackling school learning tasks. The Lancaster
'Approaches to Studying Inventory' was used to classify students into
two strategy groups: i.e. the 'meaning orientation' group and the
'reproducing orientation' group.
Upon arrival at the beginning of a normal class session, subjects were
assigned to one of the four experimental treatments randomly. They
were asked to read a Chinese article titled 'Experience' which was taken
from a reference book. On completion of the reading task, subjects were
immediately asked to summarize the main message conveyed in the
article.
A scoring system was devised to categorize and evaluate the quality of
information processed by the subjects. The productive free recall score
together with its component subscores, the conclusion score and the
main points scores were used as dependent variables in the study.
Three sets of three-way analyses of variance were conuuct,u. ac
results showed that strategy prompt exerted significant influence on
subjects' learning outcomes. Habitual study strategy and orienting aid
interaction effects were also detected on both productive free recall
score and conclusion score. However, this study found that there was no
significant difference in learning between the two concept mao groups.
1CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Although face-to-face instruction in classroom situations is by far the
most common form of teaching and learning in schools, students are
frequently asked to learn independently from written materials, e.g.
passages from textbooks, reference resources in professional journals,
and notes or study materials prepared by teachers. Text-based learning
experiences have become and will continue to be characteristics of
school life, especially for high school and college students who have to
do a substantial amount of self-study. Considerable research studies
have been conducted to investigate the cognitive and affective
processes engaged by learners as they read. For example, the questions
of how learning occurs and how students interact with the learning
materials have been investigated in many research studies. Most of
these studies attempted to identify the key process and skills involved in
studying text effectively (Anderson, 1979 Marton Saljo 1976a b,
Pask, 1976a Biggs, 1978).
Reading to learn in an educational context diners from the King of uauy
reading pursuit. Unlike reading a daily newspaper for leisure or a novel
for entertainment, freedom of choice on what and when to read is
constrained in educational settings. Students normally complete their
reading exercises within a particular period. in a pre-determined order
and for a specific subject requirement. Anderson (1979) viewed
academic reading tasks as a criteria-related, self-directed form of text
processing in that specific information must be gained in order to
perform well on some future events, such as examinations. Usually, on
completion of the reading experience students have to demonstrate an
increase in knowledge and a -change in understanding of the subject
matter. Furthermore, a particular set- of commitments and intentions is
required on the part of the reader (Marton Saljo. 1984). Learners have
to engage purposefully and strategically in a particular set of cognitive
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activities in order to conceptualize, interpret and remember what is
read. There is always a heavy and enormous intellectual investment.
In view of all these special features in the contexts of text-based
learning experience in educational settings, Marton and Saljo (1984)
recognized that prose learning was not a homogeneous and pure
phenomenon. They suggested that reading phenomena in different
contexts should not be reduced to a single, basic model irrespective of
the intentions and the situations which students encountered. They
urged for a 'thick description' of learning.
If high school students are expected, not merely to read, but to develop
such skills as critical thinking, integration of ideas and concepts and
intellectual independence from their text-based learning experience,
our basic assumption is that students at this level of the education
system can read in a sufficiently skilled way. They should be able to
decode the message that is inherent in the material. Therefore, in this
context, we are not studying the masterly of a particular technique of
communication, i.e. comprehension of text, but the deeper level of
cognitive functions.
This section of the paper has attempted to review a few of the studies
which investigated how students made sense of what they read to
accomplish educational goals under the particular premises for
communication, i.e. learning from reading in educational settings.
Although most of these research studies were conducted in higher
education institutions. they also provide insight for understanding
high school student learning whic demands similar inte'.lectual
i n v-- stments.
3Background of the Study
Traditional experiments in the psychology of learning have
investigated outcomes of learning mostly in quantitative terms.
Performance of a subject in a learning environment was judged in
terms of the sum of correct answers to questions derived from reading a
piece of text. The chief interest of learning researchers was the degree
of isomorphy between the stimulus (the text) and the responses (its
retention) (Dahlgren, 1984). Most of these studies sought to see how well
people remembered new material.
Dahlgren (1984) criticized that questions found in most reading studies
could be characterized as quantitative and reproductive. They were
peripheral, (asking for the year, date, and place of birth of Chopin as
compared to the understanding of Chopin's music) and narrow in
information (very specific details of an event or minor parts of a
phenomenon). Generally speaking, neither understanding nor analytic
ability was required of the respondents. These questions could not
enable a teacher to judge which student had really understood the
meaning of the text though, in its purest and most tangible form,
knowledge was observable. Entwistle (1984) also pointed out that many
people resented the image of the teacher as a 'manipulator' of learning,
and he criticized the view of learning as solely the acquisition of
information.
If prime consideration of most high school education is wnat the
student can demonstrate of their increase in knowledge and changes in
understanding as a result of their learning experience in school. we
should be more concerned with the quality of learning outcome, not
quantitative and reproductive aspects of learning which form the
traditional conception of knowledge.
4Qualitative learning outcome
To describe the qualitative differences in learning, Marton and Saljo
(1984) cited Barlett's investigation in 1951. Barlett examined the ways
students recounted a story they read. He adopted a qualitative approach
and recognized that memory should not be viewed as a reproductive
storage mechanism. Instead, Barlett's conception of memory depended
on the reconstruction of meaning in terms of schema which was a
personal reinterpretation of the material. He rejected the description of
knowledge as discrete pieces of information passed passively from
teacher to learner and he argued that learning should not be tested in
terms of whether or not the student could reproduce those elements
verbatim.
Dahlgren and Marton (1978) recognized that reading research should
be concerned with .'what is learned' instead of 'how much is lean He
proposed that to learn was to strive for meaning and to have learned
something was to have grasped its meaning. Ausubel (1960) also
emphasized the importance of constructing meaning in a learning
process. He identified two categories of learning outcomes: meaningful
learning and rote learning. He pointed out that learning should be
meaningful if it had to be of practical use.
'Meaningful learning occurs when a learner makes a conscious effort to
relate new knowledge to knowledge he/she already has. Such
incorporation of new knowledge into one's existing cognitive structure
is described as non-arbitrary.
Apart from non-arbitrary incorporation of new knowledge into
existing knowledge, meaningful learning also has to be substantive. In
substantive learning, the learner attempts to identify key concepts in
the new knowledge and tries to relate these new conc. pts into those
he/she already possesses.
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Product of the above two processes (non-arbitrary and substantive
learning) is non-verbatim, meaningful learning.
Rote learning is the opposite of meaningful learning. In rote learning,
new information is,. incorporated into the cognitive structure in an
arbitrary, verbatim, non-substantive manner.
To investigate qualitative differences in learning outcome, Marton
Saljo (1976a b) conducted a series of text reading experiments in
Gothenbury University. Students in one of these experiments were
asked to read an article from a Swedish newspaper. Empirical analysis
of students' answers to the question:
Try to summarize the article in one or two sentences. In other
words, what is the author's intention?
yielded four levels of learning outcomes and this range of categories of
responses was called the 'outcome space'. Students on the higher level
of the outcome space were able to use evidence in support of the
conclusions they drew from the reading while students on the lower
level just presented the description. This outcome space provided a kind
of analytic map for studying what had been learned from a given
reading task. Although the research team stressed- that outcome space is
content specific, they also acknowledged that structural differences
could frequently be identified to represent distinct levels of outcome.
According to the study, outcome levels could sometimes be shown to
represent hierarchies. In other words, various levels might relate to
one another in terms of their degree of specificity, inclusiveness or
completeness.
Wenestam (1980) analyzed the content of learning outcomes aliu
recoznized four levels of learning achieved by students. The four levels
showed a gradual weakening of the importance of the principles and
hn ciirrrccive uoLTradin of the examples. He termed the tendency
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'horizontalisation' denoting that learners failed to distinguish the status
of the principle and the status of the example illustrated in the text. His
study also provided an important aspect of the variation on answer to
learning outcomes.
The above studies, apart from describing learning outcomes in a
qualitative manner, also revealed that in an educational setting a
substantial proportion of instructional materials do have an internal
structure that has to be grasped by the students. If a student fails to
grasp the principles and ideas in the text by finding the structure in
the body of text as deep a sense as possible, his/her learning outcome
will tend to contain a large proportion of detailed facts, of low quality
and will likely to be meaningless.
? earnin strategies
How did the students arrive at those qualitatively different ways of
understanding the text read? How do we account for these variations in
learning outcome? What accounts for the individual meanings which
students assign to a particular text, principle, idea and so on? What is
the intellectual investment involved?
The most obvious explanation could be individual differences. x3searcn
studies have found that prior knowledge, linguistic skills, capacity
limitations, general orientation, employment of memory strategies and
metacognition are all cognitively oriented variables exerting influence
on student learning outcomes. For e :ample, Harri-Augstein. Smith and
Thomas (1982 found that the attitudes of the learners themselves could
determine learning effectiveness. He identified passive learners as
those who expected that the learning process was something that
happened to them while better learners attempted to learn by mentally
active methods.
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Another body of literature suggested that the learning strategies
employed by learners when they tackled a learning task were the most
significant variable affecting learning outcomes. This group of studies
is reviewed in the following section.
The work of Marton and Saljo By controlling and ruling out all other
possible explanations, e.g. prior knowledge and language ability, the
Marton research team found that students who did not get the 'point'
while reading failed to do so simply because they were not looking for
it. They argued that if there were qualitative differences in the outcome
of learning, then the very process of learning must also be different
between individuals. In their study, when students were asked to
recount how they had been handling the learning task and how it
appeared to them, two levels of text processing which might explain the
differences in the outcome of learning were identified.
The two levels of processing corresponding to the depth of the learning
material on which the learner focused were surface level processing,
and deep level processing.
In surface level processing, students directea tneir aLteiit.iuii wWd1uJ
learning the text itself: the sign, the discourse itself or the recall of it.
They tried to memorize everything they read. They had a 'reproductive'
conception of learning, i.e. learning was to be equivalent to being able
to recall more or less exactly what was said in the text. It meant that
they were more or less forced to keep a rote learning strategy. These
students considered rote learning information as more important than
seeking an understanding of the overall meaning of the article: they
attempted to memorize details which they felt *_night serve to answer
later questions. With or without knowing that such an approach would
endanger the outcomes of learning. they tended to be description-
oriented and gave priority to the external characteristics of the text
concerned.
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In the case of deep level processing, student attention was directed
towards the intentional content of the learning material- what was
signified, i.e. what the discourse was about. The student looked for
principles and ideas, in particular, what the author wanted to say and
what the fundamental assumptions and conclusions were in the
author's argument. The learners were capable of distilling out the main
points the author was trying to make. By relating evidence and
arguments to their own knowledge and critically examining the
evidence presented on the author's arguments, this approach was
described as conclusion-oriented.
The work of Pask Pask (1976b) also developed concepts that were
similar and complementary to those of Marton and Saljo. They reported
two distinct learning strategies employed by students when the latter
approached learning tasks. The serialists employed of linear step-by-
step approach and they tried to master proccuuiai. details. these
learners concentrated on narrow simple hypotheses relating to one
characteristic at a time. The holists, on the other hand, tended to adopt a
global approach to studying. They tried to form complex hypotheses
relating to several characteristics simultaneously. Some of them even
made use of appropriate and correct analogies in their explanations.
The work of Biggs General model of student iearning piupuscu uy
Biggs (1979) involved three stages: presage, process and product. Soma
presage factors existed before the student entered the learning
situation while some presage factors were situational but they both
affected the learner's motive and perception of a learning task. The
process stage consisted of three dimensions, each with a motivational
and a strategy component. The surface approach dimension was related
to the surface learning dimension of Marton and Salio. it was
characterized by accurate reproduction and syllabus-boundness
features in study strategies. The deep approach dimension was related to
deep level processing in which students attempted to seek the real
.,,,..,,,nr of their work. The final achievement dimension described the
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approach of the students who were motivated by the satisfaction of
winning in a competitive context.
The Lancaster Group By embodying the main distinction identified in
the qualitative strategies of Pask and Marton's studies, the Lancaster
Group (Ramsden Entwistle, 1983) developed an inventory to measure
students' typical study strategies on a large scale. The important
features of this inventory were that its component scales measured
study strategy differences between students, and the resultant scores
were found to be directly related to learning outcomes. Furthermore,
the 'meaning orientation' and 'reproducing orientation' dimensions
identifying characteristics of a student's typical study strategies were
identical to the features of the deep and surface level processing of the
Marton studies.
Table 1 summarizes the concepts and dimensions suggested by this body
of research.
10Table 1: Summary of the Lancaster Group Study
(Adapted from Ramsden and Entwistle, 1981, p.371)
MeaningSubscales
(Meaning Orientation
Active questioning in learningDeep approach
Relating to other parts in the courseRelating Ideas
Relating evidence to conclusionsUse of evidence
Interest in learning for learning's sakeIntrinsic motivation
I Reproducing Orientation
Preoccupation with memorizationSurface approach
Relying on staff to define learning taskSyllabus-boundness
Pessimism and anxiety about academic outcomesFear of failure
Interest in courses for the qualifications theyExtrinsic motivation
offer
(Achievement Orientation
Unable to work regularly and effectivelyDisorganized study methods
Awareness of implications of academic demands
Strategic approach
made by staff
Lack of interest and applicationNegative attitude to studying
nr-titivP an confidentAchievement motivation
(Styles and Pathologies
Readiness to map out subject area and think
Comprehension learning
divergently
Over readiness to jump to conclusions
Globetrotting
Emphasis on facts and logical analysis
Operation learning
Over-cautious reliance on details
Improvidence
11Rationale of the Study
Based on the research studies summarized above, it is clear that there
are two distinct text processing strategies employed by most students.
Students using the deep level processing strategy are more likely to
achieve a higher level, better quality of learning outcome while
surface level process induces learning outcomes full of facts and
details. If high school and higher education institutions require
students to learn critically and to construct meaning from textual
materials, students must be able to and should frequently use deep level
strategies in their studies. Research studies (Kember Harper 1986)
revealed that many students were capable of using both deep and
surface strategies. However, there were always factors that influenced
the choice of strategies. According to Biggs (1987), deep level strategy
had the closest linkage with personality factors while surface strategy
was mostly personality detached. Surface strategy was thought to be
susceptible to situational pressure.
Fransson (1977) pointed out that students adapted their approaches
according to the content and context of the learning task. He found that
students were likely to use a surface strategy when they had little
interest in the subject matter or did not perceive its relevance to their
needs.
Marton and Saijo's study also revealed that it was easy to inuue ue:u
approach learners to use a surface process with factual questions.
However, persuading surface learners to adopt a deep strategy was not
an easy task.
It seems that students who habitually employ a surracc strLL« y L.UULU
fall into two catetiories. There are those who are capable of employing a
.deep strategy, but use a surface strategy because of a variety of external
Factors IT. confronted persistently with factual questions, excessive
he-,,vv ,.vnrklad. irrelevant learning tasks and rigid learning materials
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(ember, 1985). For this group of students, one possible way of helping
them is to make examinations and tests conducive to developing deep
level processing. This implies asking for understanding and analysis
rather than for mere facts.
Pace (1985) suggested that instructional text should be designed to
induce learners to use appropriate study strategies when approaching
learning tasks. She emphasized that instructional text differed from
other kinds of writing and she urged instruction designers to be more
aware of what was referred to as 'reader-based' approaches to the
design of instructional texts. Instructional text should be designed to
facilitate reader's use of effective text processing strategies and to make
them more aware of how and when to use these strategies (Anderson
and Armbruster, 1985).
One possible way to induce deep level processing strategy is the use of
an orienting aid which aims at alerting learners to aspects of the
textual material that may have to be used later. As recommended by
Pace (1982), these orienting aids could be content free though they
served the function of enhancing higher level learning of content
materials. These instructions could be set off and placed within the text
and they should directly address the reader to call attention to special
features of the text.
The second category of students who habitually employ a surlac:,
approach are those who are unaware of the fact that their learning
strategies are inappropriate to tertiary education. Zimmer (1981
observed that some students, when confronted with textual materiais
with rich and intricately connected conceptual structure, easily got lost
and were confused while trying to read. They tended to resolve to
memorizing the facts and details in the body of knowledge. They failed
to construct meaning from what they read and their learning outcomes
were full of peripheral and narrow information. For this group of
ct„drntchn lack the -deep level processing skills, Baird and White
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(1932) suggested that we should provide organization learning strategy
training to induce meaningful learning. That was a learning strategy
under the domain of metacognition. Research suggested that learning
outcome could be improved when students used the technique to help
them process the ideas in, the text (Anderson and Armbruster, 1980
Draheim, 1983 Gold, 1984 Anders and Box, 1984 Ruddell and Boyle,
1984).
However, acquisition of metacognitive awareness and technique
demand a trade-off, in that a lot of time and substantial amount of effort
are required to learn and employ it properly. When training learners
in the use of the skill is not feasible, instruction designers have to
resolve to providing learning environments conducive to meaningful
learning and high level learning outcomes.
If we believe that, teat e learn n e°plicitly-
u .,a..i:rb is to facilitate ....1.., .,-«.y d11-%,Lluv
these students' attention to the subsumabilty of new knowledge under
what is already known and to the interrelationship of concepts is one
possible way to provide security, in particular, to those who find it
difficult to structure materials themselves. Hawk and Jeane (1983) also
recognized that because it was not possible for every student to discover
every principle and idea, the presentation of information in final form
is most often preferred. He 'argued that materials must be presented in a
structured. organized manner. Establishing relations between different
conc. pts. occurrences and other subject matter contents is, in
instructional design terms, to make students aware of the hierarchy of
concepts through the use of organizational aids.
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Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to ascertain the practical utility of
orienting and organizational aids as instructional components in study
materials. It is hoped that results of this study would provide useful
information to instruction designers when developing learning
materials for students. In particular, when development of study
materials takes a team approach and content materials are based on
existing text, the role of an instruction designer is to design pedagogical
tools to facilitate student learning.
It is assumed that an orienting aid set at the beginning of a self-
learning text stimulates and directs learners to use deep level
processing strategies. With this in mind, the study attempts to assess the
effects of such written instruction on quality of learning outcomes. it is
envisaged that orienting aids arouse learners' awareness of the nature
of the instructional text and prompt them to employ deep level
processing strategy which, in turn, will yield better quality learning
outcomes.
The second purpose of this study is to determine whether an
organizational aid constructed by an instruction designer would prove
to be an effective feature' in assisting learners, in particular surface
level processors, to fit new knowledge into its logical place amongst
knowledge already acquired, thus achieving a higher level of learning
outcome. This implies constantly making students aware of the relations
existing between concepts and different items of subject content. Since
some surface learners find it difficult to impose any structure on
learning materials, they might benefit from being provided with
organizational aids which are constructed upon the ideas in the
passage.
The final purpose of this study is to compare uie vaiuc, L..Ij
instructional aids on the learning outcomes of students who habitually
15
adopt different learning strategies in their approaches to tackling
school learning tasks. Effects of habitual study strategies, orienting
instructions and organizational aid will be measured by a productive
free recall score.
16
CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW
If what is learned from textual materials depends upon the manner and
degree of processing of- the new material and the understanding of the
structure of knowledge, then instruction, within this context, should be
concerned with controlling the direction of these processing activities
and the presentation of knowledge structure to facilitate learners to
construct meanings. The use of orienting aids is one possible
instructional strategy for influencing learner study strategy and
advance organizers are the answers to the presentation of relations and
hierarchy of ideas and concepts in a body of textual knowledge. This
chapter attempts to review some of the related literature and research
findings on the use of the above two instructional aids on learning
outcomes.
Orienting Aids
An orienting aid is an instructional feature which rocuses icarii:i
attention on specific information (Hannafin Huges, 1986). Embedded
within textual materials, orienting aids can influence the way a learner
integrates new information within existing cognitive structure
(Rothkopt, 1970). Adjunct question is an example of interactive content
specific orienting aid attempting to direct a learner to the contextual
content and indirectly influence the learning outcome. Extensive
research studies have been conducted to relate these 'content-specific'
aids and their effects on learning (Allen. 1970. Alvermann, 19(S 1).
Typical adjunct question studies consisted of text segments and inserted
questions. After completing the total text passage, post-tests designed to
assess the effects of the adjunct question were given. Of these studies
relating to the quality of learning outcomes are those conducted by
Watts and Anderson (1971) Ric'.:ards and Denner (1917/8) Rickards and
Hacher (1978) and Rickards (1979). Findings from these studies
suggested that questions which required analyses and syntheses c
textual materials produced more and better organized recalls c
information than do low-level questions.
Strategy prompts as cognitive orienting ai
For the present study, if our goal in instruction is to activate deep level
information processing (which involves inferential comprehension,
thorough understanding of materials, decision making and problem
solving abilities), orienting aids should be open, broad and integrative
rather than closed and content specific. In other words, instead of
directing learners to the informational content of the text, cognitive
orienting aids should be used to inform learners strategies they should
employ while reading (Macdonald-Ross, 1979). Pace (1985) also
suggested that instructional text should be explicitly didactic and aids
designed to enhance readers' text learning strategies were more
beneficial to learners as these aids assisted readers to become
independent and skilled processors of informative text. A strategy
prompt is an example of cognitive orienting aid which alerts readers to
hni; onH tr iicr rplpvoni QtMfPXV I n fP.Xf nrnPPSSCS.
Reynolds and Anderson (1982) also suggested that orienting aids should
be able to activate a learner to employ relevant processing strategy in
their learning, directing himher to extract more meaningful
i n rnrmotinn nnrl r rf H 11 P 1 T1 7 hPttPT flllfllltV 1c 3111 111 ST OlitCOrTlCS.
Johnston (1985) commented that orienting aids should provide students
with processes of comprehension that could be applied to many texts. If
what was learned depended ultimately on how the learner processed the
information, instructional support should be directed to what a Ieamer
did. In other words, it should induce internal strategies by external
devices built into the text rather than what the learner should be abie to
n rrr I r n rnmnlptinfl D f f h O tusk.
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In this study, a strategy prompt encouraging greater effort during
reading and deeper level of processing will be used. It is a broad,
content free and integrative cognitive orienting aid given to the
students prior to the instructional materials. This strategy prompt will
not be tied to specific facts, but will be designed to provide a general
contextual orientation to the text that followed. The prompt will direct
the learner to apply appropriate strategy when reading the text. The
following section reviews some of the research findings on using
strategy prompts to guide learners to use appropriate study strategies.
Research findings on strategy prompts
A study conducted by. Ellis, Konoske, Wulfeck and Montague (1980)
examined the effects of providing a strategy prompt on the recall of text
information. Results of the experiment revealed that learners receiving
a strategy prompt had higher scores than those who were given simple
direction to read the experimental passage.
Another series of studies by Andre and Anderson (197/8) also revealed
that reader characteristics played an important role on the
effectiveness of strategy instructions on learning outcomes. In their
studies, it was found that older students of lower ability tended to benefit
more from instructional interventions than higher ability students.
Results of the Lipson (1982) study also indicated that younger children
made greater improvements in comprehension of text with written
instruction when compared with senior high school students. Since no
evidence was found that better students do not need these text
modifications, there were reasons to believe that orienting aids
designed to inform learners how to learn and study the subsequent text
could be effective and beneficial to all learners concerned.
Organizational Aid
The second purpose of this study is to investigate the effectiveness of ar
organizational aid in helping learners to construct meaning from text-
based learning experiences. If construction of meaning involves £
thorough understanding of the inherent hierarchical structure of £
body of knowledge, students should always be directed to the inter¬
relationship of ideas and concepts in the text. Hall and Pierce (19740
suggested that learners performed better when they were instructed to
organize the material in some logical manner. Hawk, Mcleod Jonassen
(1985) also proposed that by reducing disorder and disorganization, we
sought to structure our perceptions in such a way as to make them more
meaningful, and that this in turn facilitated learning. Instruction
designers should, therefore, always foster the internal organization of
ideas in learning texts.
Two information processing models are selected and reviewed in this
section for their emphasis on the significance of relational knowledge
in a cognitive process.
Ausubel's advance organizer model
Ausubel (1960) defined meaningful learning as a process by which
learners understood the structure of knowledge and consciously made
efforts to relate concepts embodied in the new materials. When new
knowledge is incorporated into a person s cognitive structure, it is
subsumed and assimilated into more general and more inclusive
concepts. Because new information and knowledge is subsumed into a
person's cognitive structure continuously, a person s reservoir ot
concepts are continuously being modified. Some concepts will become
more precise, and more exclusive while some Decomc broade, and mom
inclusive. Such processes of progressive differentiation of concepts are
never rnmnlf.md. When new concepts that are more general and more
inclusive are learnt, they tend to provide meaningful relationshi
between two or more existing concepts. Therefore, superordinat
learning tends to change meaning and relationship of and betwee
subsumed concepts. When relationship between two or more concept
changed because of superordinate learning, integrative reconciliatio
of concepts occurs.
Advance Organizer is the pedagogical strategy proposed by Ausubel t
facilitate meaningful learning. An advance organizer is a s.mal
learning episode that is more general and more inclusive than th
learning material that follows. It consists of inclusive and high-orde
ideas that work as an anchoring schema in the cognitive structure. Ar
advance organizer should carefully point out and explain essentia
concepts and propositions of the to-be-learnt material.
An advance organizer presented prior to an instructional text facilitates
incorporation of new knowledge into existing cognitive structure in a
non-arbitrary, substantive and non-verbatim manner. It functions as a
'cognitive map' which organizes the to-be-learnt information and the
cognitive structure of the learner. However, an advance organizer
presumes extra mental operations to subsume and assimilate the to-be-
learnt information under the abstract concepts.
Research findings on advance organizer model
In addition to Ausubel and his co-workers research into the facilitative
effects of advance organizers, several major reviews have been
undertaken. For example, Barnes and Clawson (195) examined j_
studies incorporating the use of advance organizers and conceded thai
advance organizers generally did not facilitate learning. Converse.}.
Luitcn, Ames and Ackerson (1980) made a comprehensive review of 135
advance organizer studies undertaken in the period 1960-9. The
general conclusion reached in this meta-analysis was that, advance
organizers have a facilitative effect on learning and retention.'
Because of the varied results of these investigations, attempts have been
made to explain the discrepancy of research findings in the extensive
body of literature. Resnick (1984) argued that instruction cannot simply
put knowledge and skill into people's head. Such traditional notion that
instruction should communicate as directly as possible the 'mature' or
expert's form of a concept did not adequately recognize the work of
the learner when heshe constructed hisher own cognitive structure.
He argued that novice-expert constrastive studies had shown that the
mental representations of beginners differ qualitatively from those of
experienced people. As a result, novice might not be able to assimilate
or use the categories and representations of experts when these were
directly presented.
An advance organizer may have a distracting effect on the learners if
the abstraction level goes beyond the learner's ability or if heshe
finds conflicting concepts in the organizer (Mayer, 1978). Therefore,
whether learner can use the organizer ideas to integrate the text details
and form the cognitive connection to facilitate meaninglul learning
depends on two major variables: the abstraction level of the advance
organizer and the learner's individual processing approach.
Resnick susestcd that, if knowledge structures were to be presented to
learners rather than allowing the learners to gradually build
structures for themselves, these instructional presentations must
represent the idea or concept in a simplified way so that they are
transparent' to the learners. Relationship representation should be
easily apprehended and mapped well in a holistic manner for leamis
to subsume the concepts in the text. Stewart (1980) also addressed the
question of how knowledge might be presented and storeu in
propositional form by recommending the use of concept maps because
of their closeness to natural language.
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Barron-Fraver's graphic organizer model
Barron (1969) modified Ausubel's organizer model by using lines,
arrows and spatial arrangements to depict text structure and
relationship among key concepts in a body of knowledge. A graphic
organizer is a skeletal outline of the main ideas found in a text
presented in terms that a student can understand. It provides structure
to material and gives advance notice to the students of what is critical
for them to learn. Same as prose organizers, graphic organizers are
contexts for assimilating ideas not cues for specific facts. It does not
reflect the overall structure of the passage but simply present a top-
level structure that is different from the passage structure which
assists learners to organize the material. Barron argued that a graphic
organizer appeared to fulfil the properties of an advance organizer.
Studies conducted by Estes, Mills and Barron (1969) and Earle (1970) also
supported that graphic organizers was a special, though more limited,
form of advance organizer.
The model also proposes that background knowledge or schema of a
learner influence the efficiency of learning. This prior knowledge
constitutes a framework into which new facts are fitted. In cases of
reading text materials, not only do readers use schema but so do writers.
The reader has to be able to understand the writer's schemata in order
to understand what is written. Unlike prose organizers, graphic
organizers are written at the same level as the to-be-learnt material.
not at a higher or more abstract level. Furthermore, a graphic
organizer contains both pictorial (iconic sign) and verbal information
which allows a learner to encode the signs in two distinct ways
(Saloman, 1979).
23Research findings on graphic organizer model
Barron (1972) investigated the effects of prose organizer and graphic
organizer in relation to grade level upon learning from a passage of
general science, content. Although no significant relations were found
between the organizer conditions and the grade levels, the learning
curves of the organizer groups were higher than the control group
students who were not given any kind of organizers. In another study
comparing verbal and graphic organizers, it was also found that better
readers benefited more from verbal organizers while graphic
organizers produced no differential effects. (Jonassen and Hawk, 1983).
Apart from the many studies (Mayer, 1979 Tulving and 'niompson, 1973
Royer and Cable, 1976) which suggested that illustrations, schematic
diagrams, maps and concrete models had positive effects on learning
complex materials, many studies were conducted to investigate if the
effectiveness of the instructional treatment were modified by learner
variables, e.g. reading ability as well as text variables, e.g. structure of
presentation. For example, a study conducted by Holliday, Bruner and
Donais (1977) found that graphic organizers were especially helpful to
low verbal ability learners. Junior and senior high school level
students who used graphic organizers also scored significantly higher
than students who did not* (Hawk, McLeod Jeane, 1981). Another
graphic organizers research conducted at the college level (Hawk and
Jeane, 1983) showed that organizer effects increased significantly with
grades.
In an attempt to investigate Interaction of graphic organizer and text
integrating multi-theme passage rather than single themes. Study
conducted by Alvermann (1981) revealed that raPhic organizers aided
recall when readers must reorganize information, e.g. descriptive
passage, but did not help when re-organization, e.g. comparison
passage, was unnecessary. Furthermore. the study reported that all
variables Dana (1980) found that graphic organizers were best at
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students, regardless of reading levels, benefited from the use of graphic
organizers.
In terms of learning outcomes, graphic statements of passage structure
had also greater effects on production and transfer of learning (Eggan,
Kauchuk, and Kirk, 1978; Glynn and DiVesta, 1977). The finding
supported Mayer's (1979) argument that learning tasks requiring
integration and synthesis of content structure were more susceptible to
organizer influence.
Last but not least, a meta-analysis conducted by Moore and Readance
(1983) concluded that graphic organizers benefited specific passage
more than courses of study, effect sizes were much greater for
university students, and post-organizers benefited learners more than
advance organizers.
To sum, this method of signaling the organization of important concepts
explicitly in a learning task, grounded in Ausubel's learning theory, is
supported by empirical evidence, and is a widely recommended
organizational aid in facilitating student learning. (Hawk, McLeod &
Jonassen, 1985).
Having reviewed Ausubel's information processing and graphic
organizer model on learning, the following section attempts to examine
the role of concept maps, a special form of graphic organizer, developed
in the light of Ausubel's information processing model in meaningful
learning. It will also describe effects of incorporating concept maps as
advance graphic organizers into text materials as well as how concept




A concept map is defined as a graphic presentation, of the taxonomy of a
body of knowledge. It is an expository teaching procedure that evolved
from Ausubel's advance organizer model and is an expansion of
Barron's graphic organizer technique. A concept map (Fig.1) consists of
all component concepts in a piece of learning material. It explicitly
displays superordinate, coordinate, and subordinate relationships
between concepts. Concepts in the body of knowledge are all well-
organized, with the most important and most inclusive concepts at the
top and the more exclusive and specific concepts at the bottom. In other
words, concepts higher up in the hierarchy are more general and more
inclusive than those at subordinate levels. A concept map is not
concerned with facts in a body of text materials but shows the structure
or syntax of the knowledge.
Attributes of a concept map
A concept map. as a device used to explicitly represent a number of
concepts in a body of knowledge, is basically made up of two major
components: concepts and propositions. In this context. a proposition is
the verb or the logical connective linking two or more concepts.
Propositions are, in fact, the most important component of a concept
map. A mar) failing to show relationship between concepts is of ver
little practical help in the enhancement of a learning process.
Novak (1984), based on his research studies. noted that a weal
constructed concept map should have at least the following attributes.
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Figure.2 Major Components of a Concept Map
(From 'Learning How to Learn', Novak, and Gowin 1984)
1 Concepts
Concepts are objects, events, situations or properties of things that
are designated by a label or symbol. All concepts in a concept map
should be connected to other concepts by propositions.
2 Proposition
Concepts acquire meaning through the relationship between
concepts. Relationships arc represented by connecting word(s) or
phrasc(s) written on the line joining any two concepts ot the body
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of knowledge. All relationships in a map must be valid and.
meaningful.
3 Hierarchy
Concepts on a map can be presented as a hierarchical structure in
which the more general, more inclusive concepts are placed
nearer the top of the map, while the more specific and more
exclusive concepts are located lower down on the map. All
subordinate concepts should be more specific and less general
than the concepts located above them.
4 Branching
This refers to the level of differentiation among concepts. More
specific concepts should be connected to and be branches of a
more general concept. A branching point should have at least two
statement lines coming from it.
5 Cross link
In a concept map, meaningful connections between one segment
of the concept hierarchy and another segment should also be
indicated by cross links. Cross links should be valid and
significant. Moreover, cross links that are valid but unable to
illustrate a synthesis* between sets of related concepts or
propositions can also be displayed.
E Examples
Concepts should be illustrated by valid instances or objects' to
In short, a concept map is a structure overview of a bony or KnowleUvge
It is a hierarchical diagram that attempts to reflect the conceptua
organization of ideas in a body of knowledge. There are both vertica
and horizontal dimensions and it allows a more complete representatior
of the relations between ideas.
enhance subsumption.
Concept maps and effective learning o
According to Novak (1984) a concept map could work as an anchoring
schema for a person's cognitive learning because it helped learners to
subsume new knowledge into existing cognitive structures.
A concept map given to a learner before heshe begins the learning
task helps the learner to link new specific knowledge to relevant
concepts or propositions heshe already knows. Meaningful learning is
made possible since the learner is now equipped with an instrument
which assists himher in the organization of concept differentiation
ranging from the most general, most inclusive concepts to more
specific and less inclusive ones.
Novak (1984) noted that the theoretical framework for the construction
of concept maps was developed from and built upon Ausubel's learning
principles. Concept maps given to learners prior to learning from text
material are, in fact, graphic advance organizers. He proposed that
relationships between concepts (propositions) helped a learner to
differentiate component concepts while hierarchical separation of
concepts assisted learners to distinguish between exclusiveness and
inclusiveness of particular concepts. The number of cross-links
between sections in a map indicate integrative reconciliation of the
concepts.
Concept maps organize knowledge and facilitate a deeper understanding
of the learning materials. Meaningful learning is enhanced because it
provides an overall view ot the subject matter and tocuses learners on
the relationships between parts of an idea as well as between the idea s
parts and its whole. Since a concept map emphasizes structural forms
and discourages over-comDurtmentalisation of knowledge (Malonc Sl
Dekkers, 1984); it facilitates the two processes ot meaningful learning,
namelv, progressive differentiation and integrative reconciliation.
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Knowledge could be understood fully because of this special virtue of
organizing knowledge in a systematic manner.
Research. findings on effects of concept maps
Neil (1980) investigated the effectiveness of concept maps by providing
a group of students, in addition to the course materials, a concept map as
advance organizer to help them to organize the body of learning
materials. On completion of the instruction, 75% of the students
commented that the concept map gave a valuable overall view of the
text. Relationships not explicit in the text was found specified in the
map. 62% found that the map helped them to recall details of the text.
56% considered that they could easily, or fairly easily, memorize the
map, mainly because the lay-out and relationships depicted were
significantly striking. According to Neil the principles and use of
concept maps were endorsed in his study. To learn how to develop and
exploit them effectively and usefully will continue to be an objective of
research in the future.
Stewart, Vankirk and Rowell (1979) used concept maps to supplement
biology readings in a face-to-face instruction session. Some students
felt the maps were valuable' review materials that helped to tie different
sections of the course together. Some students felt the concept maps
were superfluous but provided an additional pathway to the learning.
In one study with reading-disabled learners, a concept map was used to
highlight the structure and major parts of a text before reading. 70% of
the learners had higher comprehension scores than when maps were
not used (Sinatra, Stahl-Gemake and Berg, 1984).
Research findings revealed that the concept map. which was an explicit
graphic statement of knowledge structure, had the greatest effects on
productive (elaboration/inferences) or transfer tasks over long periods
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of time (retrieval). (Eggan, Kanchuk and Kirk, 1978, Glynn and DiVesta,
1977, Moore and Readance, 1983). When used by college students, it
improved quality of learning (Keyser, 1980; Solon, 1980). These
conclusions are generally consistent with the results of advance
organizer research.
Concept map and learning strategy
So far most of the research studies on advance organizer have used an
input/output model. Input variables, such as adjunct questions, number
of ideas and metaphor in text (Siu, 1986), structural cue (Derry, 1984) in
addition to advance organizers in different settings were systematically
varied. The learning processes were then carefully observed and were
linked to output variables such as comprehension levels and problem-
solving skills. For example, Allen (1970) examined the combined effects
of advance organizer and level of in-text questions in a mathemagenic
environment. Bromage and Mayer (1986) observed the qualitative and
quantitative effects of repeating an audio programme several times and
the provision of an advance organizer prior to the presentation.
However, the reading situations entail a text, a reader and some
interaction between the two. Although many research studies have
been conducted to investigate how a learner's information processing
style interacted with organizational aids, no attempt has been made to
study the combined effects of habitual study strategies and advance
organizers on learning outcomes. Of all these studies concerning
information processing styles, field-dependent and field-independent
co gnitive style attracted most attention. Henderson (1984) found that
ficld-dependent learners and field-independent learners exhibited
levelinformation processing behaviour similar to deep and surface
processors. It was also noted that. field-dependent learners, though
passive, could learn as effective as field-independent learners when
materials were highly structured (Frank, 1984). Field dependent
learners were at a distinct disadvantage in a learning environment
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where they were left to their own resources for a long period of time.
With more instructional guidance and support, field-dependence could
achieve as much as their field-independent counterparts. Based on
findings from these cognitive style studies, it is hypothesized that
surface level processors who display similar information processing
styles as the field dependents would benefit from external
organizational aids.
Same as cognitive style studies, this study is fully aware that we could
not change a learner's habitual study strategy by providing a concept
map. The major concern of this study is, therefore, whether exposure to
concept map could be able to facilitate a better quality learning
outcome regardless of whether the outcome was generated by a self-
directed deep level process or through a mechanical process whereby a
learner simply assimilates information through an external aid. It is
envisaged that when study skills assistance and training are not
accessible, using concept maps to make learners aware of the internal
structure of the reading materials seems to be one feasible way of
inducing a fuller understanding of a body of knowledge.
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CHAPTER III: RESEARCH DESIGN
Method
The purpose of this study was to estimate the degree to which student
learning from text was affected by two instructional features: a
cognitive orienting aid which prompted learners to employ appropriate
processing strategy and an organizational aid. It is hypothesized that
the orienting aid manipulated in this study would provide different
degree of control over the learners' processing strategies,
subsequently, affecting learning outcome. The concept map, an
organizational aid, would help learners to subsume and assimilate
knowledge, hence induce meaningful learning. It also attempted to
assess the interaction of habitual study strategy and these two
instructional features on quality of learning outcomes.
In the experiment, students were classified according to their habitual
study strategies into the 'meaning' group and the 'reproducing' group.
They were then randomly assigned to one of the four treatments
comprising two treatment variables: Strategy prompt vs. simple
direction, and presence vs. absence of a concept map.
Subjeats
The subjects were 333 matriculation students from seven Anglo-Chinese
schools considered to be of average standard in Hong Kong. Originally
13 schools were selected randomly, but due to the tight school schedule
of six schools, only seven of 'them participated in the experiment.
During normal school periods, the experiment was administered to all
matriculation students (Form six) in each school. The sample consisted
of 139 (41.7%) an students and 193 (58%) science students. 158 (47.7%)
were maie sutdcnts while 171 (51.4%) were female students. When these
J l
students were asked to compare their academic performance with their
fellow students, their responses varied. Table 2 summarizes the results.
The majority of these students (63.7%) perceived their standard as
average while only 9.7% rated their work well or above averase.
















Subjects were also asked to report on their Secondary School Certificate
Examination results. The English and Chinese grades which reflected
their language ability are summarized in Table 3. Overall comparison of
these two sets of grades indicated that these students' English ability was
relatively better than their Chinese ability. This is not a surprising
phenomenon as all academic subjects at matriculation level are
conducted in English and a high standard of English ability has been
the basic criterion of selecting matriculation students in the majority of
Hong Kong schools.
Table 3: English and Chinese Grades in HKCE (333 Subjects)

























Instrument to measure study strategic
In this study the Approaches to Studying Inventory (Appendix A
developed by the Lancaster group was used to study the habitua
learning strategies of the subjects. As the original inventory wa
developed for institutions of higher education in the United Kingdom
the present study modified some wordings so as to make sense for Iocai
matriculation students. For example, in item 20 the word 'teacher
instead of 'lecturer' was used.
Statement of each item of the inventory was translated into Chinese and
a bilingual (English and Chinese) version was administered to the
students. This step aimed to eliminate unreliable answers that might
have resulted from a misunderstanding of the English by students who
were weak in the language. For each of the 64 items in the scale,
subjects were asked to respond to the statements with a five-point Likert
scale, the same format as that used in the original Lancaster Inventory,
i.e. definitely agree, agree with reservation, undecided, disagree with
reservation, and definitely disagree.
According to the authors of the original inventory, the scale gave
information about how students typically tackle academic tasks. It is a
self-report measure and items on study strategies were found to be
connected to learning outcomes. The 64 items can be grouped together
to form 16 subscales. The 16 subscales can further be grouped to form 4
scales which yield four scores for each student. The 4 scales are
meaning orientation, reoroducmg orientation, achievementW
orientation and learning styles and pathologies. Of the four scores only
the meaning orientation and reproducing orientation scores were used
this studv These two scores were used because they were considered—
to be similar to distinctively different strategies to reading academic
articles -- deep level and su rface 1 cvel -- idcntitied origin al 1 in a
research at Gothenburg University in Sweden. (R.amsdon and Entwistlc
J1983). Meaning of the two scales as described by the authors are as
follows.
Meaning orientation It is referred to as 'deep approach to studying'.
High scores indicate that students intend to understand what is beins
studied Meaning orientation involves using evidence
effectively, an active and critical interaction with what is being learnt
and the attempt to extract meaning from the learning material.
Reproducing orientation It is referred to as 'surface approach to
studying'. High scores indicate that students intend to reproduce what
they are studying Students try to memorize facts and ideas for later
reproduction and they are unable or unwilling to see the wider
implications of what they are learning. It is a narrow approach to
studying.
Material
An existing article on 'Experience' (Appendix B) taken from a Chinese
philosophy book was used. The book consisted of a few chapters
discussins some philosophical issues on thinking processes, Chinese
traditions and knowledge accumulation. The article on experience has
a text length of 5,500 words. It is not related to any specific discipline
and no pre-reauisite knowledge is required if embedded information is
to be extracted in a meaningful manner.
Most important of all, the article was cnosen because it was
appropriately difficult and presented a clear argument about how
Western scholars viewed knowledge and how Chinese traditional
concent of knowledge orohibited development of scientific advances.i. %} L
The author presented his arguments by analyzing the concept or
experience. His arguments were supported by evidence and the article
provided an ideal illustration of the need for organizing ideas and
Jconcepts if it were to be understood fully. During the process of
developing the concept map for this article, it was found that the article
consisted of 40 main ideas. In the text, the author illustrated these ideas
with facts and actual examples. Example of some of these main ideas are:
'Experience' could be defined in a rational manner
'Experience' has to be conveyed through language.
'Experience' involves active selection of objective:
'Experience' involves all sensory perception.
Design
The experimental design of the study included three between group
variables: orienting aid (strategy prompt vs simple direction), concept
map (presence vs absence) and habitual study strategy ('meaning't
group vs 'reproducing' group). Operational definitions are as follows.
Study strategies levels: Meaning group vs reproducing group The
64 items questionnaire adapted from the Lancaster 'Approaches to
Studying Inventory' was administered to the subjects prior to the
experiment. When data obtained was processed after the experiment,
subjects were classified into two groups.
The 'meaning' group (MGN This group of students had their
meanins orientation scores above the mean score of the
entire sample and the reproducing orientation score below
the sample mean.JL.
The 'renrodurimT' aronn 6RG) This group of students had
their meaning orientation scores below the sample average
and their reproducing orientation scores above the sample
mean.
3Orienting aids: Strategy prompt vs simple direction A strategy prompt
was a content-free, cognitive orienting aid giving instructions to
learners to employ deep level processing strategy while reading. Such a
prompt was inserted in the text material. It attempted to focus learner
attention to high level learning -outcomes.
As opposed to a strategy prompt, a simple direction, i.e. an instruction
asking learners to approach the learning task as they normally do, was
given to another group of subjects.
Concept Map: Presence vs absence It was a graphic presentation
of the taxonomy of the body of knowledge in the textual material. In this
research study, the concept map (Appendix C) was constructed by an
instruction designer based on the method suggested by Novak (1984).
After the main ideas were identified, they were ranked according to
their level of exclusiveness. The most inclusive ideas were then placed
at the top of the map while the most exclusive ideas were placed at the
bottom. In short, the map is a hierarchical outline of the content ideas
in the experimental article 'experience' and was developed to enhance
subsumption of the important concepts by showing explicitly
relationships of the main ideas embedded in the text.
On completion of the map, it was piloted with two students. Both of them
commented on the claritv of the map and modification was done
accordingly. For example, one of them suggested that the map contained
too much information and that he found it confusing. Based on this
comment, three sets of exclusive ideas were combined and were replaced
by three simpler, more inclusive ideas. Another student felt that the
souares and circles used in the original map were very distracting. To▲
clarify this visual confusion, one single uniform frame was usod. Tnc
final version of the concept map contained 40 main ides.
3Regardless of the study strategy level and the orienting aid, half of the
textual material were accompanied by a concept map while half of the
experimental materials contained the text only.
Appendix D shows the four treatments given in the experimen
Hypotheses
This study tested the following hypotheses
There was no significant difference on the productive free recall scores
between students who received the strategy prompt and those who
received simple direction before reading.
There was no significant difference on the productive free recall scores
between students who were given the concept map and those who were
not given the concept map while reading.
There was no significant difference on the productive free recall scores
between students who were on different habitual study strategy levels.
Productive free recall score did not reflect a significant interaction
between main effects of orienting aid (strategy prompt vs simple
direction) and concept map (present vs absent).
Productive free recall score did not reflect a significant interaction
between main effects of orienting aid (strategy prompt vs simple
direction; and learner's usually study strategy levels ('meaning' group
vs 'reproducing' group).
Productive free recall score did not reflect a significant interaction
between main effects of concept map (present vs absent) and learners
usuallv strategy levels ('meaning group vs reproducing group).v w J
4Productive free recall score did not reflect a significant interaction
between main effects of orienting aid (strategy prompt vs simple
direction), concept map (present vs absent) and learners' usually study
strategy levels ('meaning' group vs 'reproducing' group).
Procedure!
Upon arrival at regular scheduled class sessions, students were asked to
complete the 'Approaches to Studying Inventory'. Subjects were told
that they had to show whether they agreed or disagreed with each of
the statements describing study strategies listed on the questionnaire
booklet. They were asked to answer according to their immediate
reaction and were told that there was no right or wrong way of
studying. They should also reply in reaction to their general study
method, instead of having one specific subject in mind. It took
approximately 25 minutes for the subjects to complete the
questionnaire.
On completion of the 'Approaches to Studying Inventory', subjects were
given randomly an envelope containing one of the four treatments and
the article to read. There was no time limit and they were allowed to
proceed at their own rate. They were also allowed to make notes which
could not be used subsequently. Subjects were asked to raise their hands
on completion of the reading task.
Although the article siven to each subject was the same, the treatment
varied. It was, therefore, anticipated that students who were given the
concept map would require longer re~«jing time. However, during the
experiment, it was found that time required to read the article did not
relate to the treatment given. Reading time required varied from jO
minutes to 50 minutes. Some students were very attentive that they
jotted notes and used colour pencils to mark down important ideas while
Lsome simply glanced over the article. Some attempted to use the concep
map while some just put it aside during the entire reading process.
After reading the article, students raised their hands. Both the text and
the concept map were taken away. Subjects were then given written
instructions individually. The instruction asked the subjects to write
down what they could recall from the article. The instruction was as
follows (Appendix E).
Summarize the main message conveyed in the article with no less
than 500 words.
(Time allowed is 20 minutes.)
The researcher administered all experiment sessions. She visited all
seven schools in the first and second week of March, 1989.
Scoring
In order to extract useful information for further analysis, a scoring
scheme for the written protocols was devised to categorize and evaluate
the quality of information processed by the subjects.
According to reading research studies conducted by Fransson, (1977)
and Marton and Saljo (1976b), responses generated by deep level
processing were mostly conclusive. It meant that when a learner
encased himselfherself interactively to produce new meanings© ©
heshe tended to summunze the nuthors mnin 3rguments 3nd wus more
able to use 3ppropriute evidence to expluin the thoughts conveyed in
the pussuiie. Furthermore, high level leurning outcomes ulso involved
an uctive selection of high order ideus. In thqt 3 leurner identitied the
main concents, proaressively differentiate the ideas and consciouslyV~'
incorporated them into hisher existing schema.
4A productive free recall score, comprising two subscores, aiming at
measuring the above two aspects was given to each protocol. The two
subscores, considered as values that reflect high level outcomes were
'conclusion score' and 'main points score'.
Conclusion score
Those aspect that reflected a personal understanding of the article were
valued under this category. Scores were awarded when an idea unit
(Meyer, 1975) showed that the subject had grasped the intentional
content of the arguments the author wished to convey. When reading
the article, the subject was conclusion oriented and heshe explained
the author's thoughts, questioned the arguments and was able to
provide evidence to support these arguments. Altogether, the
researcher identified twelve conclusion idea units. The following two
types of ideas were credited four points each.
a. An idea summarizing the author's main argument. For example:
The author discussed the difference between two basic
philosophies underlying Western and Chinese culture.
The major difference between Western and Chinese thoughts
Jir unrlpr fhp mPthnds of CflQlliry.
The major difference between Western and Chinese thoughts
lies under the objectives of enquiry.
b. An idea giving critical evidence to support the argument. For
examnle:
The author illustrated his argument on philosophical
differences underlying Western and Cninese cultures through
a detailed analysis of the concept of experience .
The Western traditions emphasized scientific enquiry while
Chinese traditions regarded 'the heart' as the fundamental
component of enquiry.
43Western traditions make enquires on natural phenomena
while Chinese traditions make enquires on personal growth.
Main points score
This aspect showed that subjects were able to distill the main ideas and
principles conveyed in the article. It differed from the conclusion score
that it did not require a subject to give his/her interpretation of the
author's message. It only required the students to give, even using the
same wordings as the text, the major ideas conveyed in the article.
Exclusive, low order ideas, facts and actual examples, i.e. ideas outside
the concept map, were not awarded scores. According to the concept
map, the possible maximum number of main ideas was 40. Since subjects
were only asked to write 500 words in their protocol, one would expect
that the number of main ideas students presented would definitely be
less than 40. For this main points score, only two points were awarded to
each idea.
The process of distilling the main ideas and principles embedded in an
article involves identifying the huge amount of facts and details,
progressively differentiating them into more general and more
inclusive principles and high order concepts and finally incorporating
them into the learner's cognitive structure. Since the concept map is
assumed to facilitate higher order learning, scores were given
regardless of the fact that the ideas in the protocol were generated by
the learner through an active, thorough understanding of the inherent
hierarchical structure of the body of knowledge or by simply
assimilating information mechanically through the concept map.
Some examples of main points ideas are as totiows
Language conveys personal experiences.
'Experience' as a process can focus on qualitative enquiries.
'Experience' as a process can also focus on quantitative
enquiries.
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All credited ideas must be reasonable and logical. No additional score
were merited to repeated and implausible ideas. If a pronoun was used
and was referring to the idea in the immediately preceding sentence
clearly, the idea was scored independently.
The productive free recall score was thus the number of correct ideas
showing the number of generative responses. This set of learning
outcomes gave evidence to the fact that the learning process had
successfully induced a change of meaning or an incorporation of ideas.
The 500 words protocols were scored by the researcher and another
instruction designer independently. Interrater reliability was
calculated and an average score for each subject were computed from
the two raters' scores to constitute the productive free recall score for
each subject.
Limitations
During the process of development, the researcher encountered a few
operational problems which might impose a threat to the internal and
external validity of this research study. These limitations also implied
that interpretations of this research findings must be taken with great
caution.
The language problem
The subjects were asked to read an article and report on what they had
learnt in written form. The process involved subjects' comprehension
skills as well as their expressive skills. In most research studies of this
kind (Marton and Saljo, 1979) subjects were interviewed and
information obtained was tape recorded. The tapes were then
transeribed and anaiyzed However for the present study, due to the
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limited time, manpower and resources, the researcher had to resolve to
relying on asking subjects to report on what they had learnt in written
protocols. Obviously, subjects' comprehension and expressive skills
would impose a threat to this study if these two confound variables were
not fully manipulated. Although Chinese. was the mother language of all
subjects selected for this experiment and there was little doubt about
students' comprehension ability, their expressive abilities varied. This
problem was found when the researcher talked to some of the students
after the first experiment session. Many of the students expressed that
they had not been writing any Chinese passages for more then ten
months and found it difficult to express themselves. In view of this
comment, during the administration of all subsequent experiment
sessions the researcher tried to encourage subjects to express
themselves in all possible ways, i.e. to write in Cantonese if they could
not find appropriate terminology or vocabulary items. However, it is
anticipated that this expression problem would still impose a threat to
the internal validity of the present study that warrants attention.
The content problem
When choosing the article for the present study, inc 1GJVa1%-LL%,A. .....u
through many books and newspapers, one basic fundamental selection
criter ion was that the article must contain no specific content
background. No pre-requisite knowledge should be required if it were
to be understood fully. Secondly, the article must present arguments
and was appropriately complex if it was used to test subject's deep level,
the articleprocessing `strategies. In view of the above two basic criteria,
p
experience' was chosen. This article, discussing philosophical view
points on Western and Chinese traditions imposed generalization
problem to the present study. As pointed out by Pask (1976a) nature of
knowledge structure of different disciplines differed. Hierarchical
structures of science subjects tended to be more settled and humanity or
qrts disciplines were more flexible and rarely came to universally
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agreed concept maps. Because of the content nature of this
experimental passage, the researcher was fully aware that findings and
interpretation of this research could only be generalized .to enquiries of
social and humanity disciplines.
The grouping problem
As mentioned earlier, the entire sample mean scores of the meaning
orientation scale and the reproducing orientation scale were used as the
demarcation lines to distinguish the 'meaning' group students and the
'reproducing' group students. This grouping method, obviously, would
impose a threat to the internal validity of the study. It was anticipated
that using the mean as a criterion would hardly distinguish subjects'
study strategies sharply. Should the sample size be larger, the
researcher would use one or even two standard deviations below and
above the mean- scores as the cutting lines to select subjects for this
experiment.
The sampling problem
Although every effort had been made to enlarge the sample size of this
study, the number of students available was still limited. It was
envisaged that for a 2 x 2 x 2 factorial design, the larger the number of
subjects in each cell the more error variance would be washed away. In
view of the operational limitation, analysis and interpretation of the




In order to obtain information on subjects' habitual study strategies ai
then classify them into two study strategy groups, answers to tl
'Approaches to Study Inventory' were processed and analyzed after tl
experiment prior to the scoring of the protocols.
Factorial structure of the inventory
As the original inventory was developed for students in the United
Kingdom, it was possible that the instrument might be sensitive to the
cultural environment and imposed a threat to the internal validity of
the results. In an attempt to understand the factorial structure of the
inventory, factor analysis of the data on the sixteen subscales was
carried out with the SPSS program. The method involved principal
factor analysis, with iterations to obtain an estimate of communalities,
followed by orthogonal rotation for factors with eigenvalue greater
than one. For the present study, four factors with an eigenvalue greater
than one were extracted and altogether they accounted for 33.2% of the
variance. Table 4 shows the factors which emerged from the analysis of
responses of the local matriculation students.
For this group of students. Factor I was identical to the 'meaning
orientation' dimension originally designed and reported in other studies
(Entwistle and Ramsden, 1983; Mogan, Gibbs and Taylor, 1980; Harper
and Kember, 1985). It consisted of the subscales 'deep approach',
'reiatinT ideas', use of evidence', and intrinsic motivation.O
Factor II, the 'reproducing orientation' factors emerged differently as
in other studies. Instead ot having loadings from surface approach ,i.
syllabus boundness' 'fear of failure' and 'extrinsic motivation', it he
high loadings on 'surface approach', 'fear of failure', 'operatic
learning', and 'improvidence'. From this finding, it seemed possible th
the instrument was susceptible to cultural environments. In anothi
local study, investigating Hong Kong Polytechnic students' study style
Ho (1987) also found that 'operating learning' and 'improvidence' wei
moderately related to the 'reproducing orientation' scale with loading
of 0.54 and 0.61 respectively.
Table 4: Factorial Structure of Study Approach Inventory fo
Local Matriculation Students



























a n o A
Rotation method is OBLIMIN
Decimal points have been omitted in the table
To explain the factorial structure resulting from the study, two
instruction designers were consulted independently. They were asxed to
attribute meanings to Factor II for ihe local students. Although slight
difference was interpreted, there was a high degree of consistency and
a consensus was reached. Together with the researcher, they all agrd
that it was reasonable to accept operation learning and improvident
oo n.tnh„t,c Af inril ' re n r o d u c i n 2 orientation' students as the newlv
4identified scale described distinct study strategies which lacked activ
interaction and thorough personal understanding of textual materials.
It was interpreted that students who scored high on the 'reproducing
orientation' dimension tried to memorize facts and ideas for later
rnr
reproduction. Since they were unable or unwilling to see the wider
implications of what they were learning, they had a strong tendency to
put emphasis on facts and logical analysis. They were over-cautious,
over-reliant on details, pessimistic and tended to be full of anxiety about
academic outcomes.
Based on the findings of the factor analysis suggested above, reliability
of the items comprising the two scales was determined.
Reliability of the two scores
Of the eight subscales constituting the 'meaning orientation' and
'reproducing orientation' scales, there were 16 and 17 items
respectively. To determine the internal consistency of the items, Alpha
Coefficients were calculated. Cronbach Alpha for the 'meaning
orientation' and 'reproducing orientation' dimensions were 0.7883 and
0.6313 respectively.
Selection of protocols
To select protocols for scoring, it was necessary to classify students into
two major groups; i.e. the 'meaning' group were students who habitually
used a deep approach to studying, and the 'reproducing' group who had
a tendencv to memorize facts and details when tackling learning tasks.
The meaning orientation and reproducing orientation scores ot each
individual student from the Study Approach Inventory were used to
classify students.
Students whose meaning orientation score was higher than 39.643 an
reproducing orientation s.core was lower than 42.900 were classified s
the 'meaning' group while students scored high on reproducin
orientation score, i.e. 42.900 and low on meaning orientation score we:
regarded as 'reproducing' students. Table 5 shows the scores for-the tw
study strategy dimensions for the entire population.
Table 5: Mean and Standard Deviation of the Two Score:
for the Entire Sample













Of the 333 students there were 63 students belonging to the 'meaning
group and 72 students belonged to the 'reproducing' group.
Protocols written by these 135 students were then taken out from the
envelopes for further analysis. Of the 135 scripts, 35 were shorter than
350 words for valid scoring. The remaining 100 scripts were then coded
according to treatment given. The 100 subjects, thus selected, consisted
of 32 Art students and 68 Science students. 53 of them were male while 47
were female students. Their HKCE language grades and their self-
perception of academic performance are summarized in Table 6 and
Table 7. Same as the original sample group, these students also
performed slightly better in their English examination than in their
Chinese language examination.
Mean scores of the two orientation dimensions for the meaning group
and the 'reproducing' group are listed in Table 8. For the meaning
group, the mean difference between the meaning orientation scale and
the reproducing orientation scale was 10.51 while for the reproducing
group, the mean difference of the two scales was 16.46. The ranges of
4these two scores for the two groups also varied. Ranges of the mearin
orientation scale for the 'meaning' groc c r w v i »v v ; UJ
the reproducing orientation scale for the 'renroducina' armx VUUWH15 51U
WPTP. rplntivplv cmollpr thin tVio ,
score








































Table 3: Mean and Standard Deviation of the Two Score?




























Table 9 shows the number of students in each experimental conditic
and the mean and standard deviation of the two study strategy scores.
Table 9: Mean Scores of the Meaning Orientation and Reproducing






















































Reliability of Dependent Variables
Scoring was conducted by the researcher and anothc instiuction
designer who was unfamiliar with the experiment. Doth scorers were
unaware of the treatment conditions for each protocol. Using the
scoring sheet as a guide, all protocols were then rated sparati.
Interrater reliability was 0.S802, 0.8069. 0.9111 for the productive free
recall score, the conclusion score and the main points score. The tv
rater scores were then averaged for further analysis.
Dependent Variable
Since it was observed that a high quality learning outcome comprised
student's ability to draw valid conclusion from a passage and entaile
the extraction of higher order ideas in the text, the conclusion scor
and the main points score together with the productive free recall scor
were used as dependent variables in this study. Three sets of three-wa
2 analvsis of variance were conducted to investigate the effects oi
orienting aid, concept maps and habitual study strategy on learnin:
outcomes. Means and standard deviations of the productive free recal
score, the conclusion score and the main point scores are summarized h
Tables 10-12.
The 'meaning' group
Strategy prompt vs simple direction For the meaning group, it
was observed that the mean score of the students who received the
strategy prompt, either with or without the map was 17.71, (SD=4.97)
while students who received simple direction achieved a mean of 11.90
(SD=5.44). Both the maximum and the minimum scores of the students
with the strategy prompt were higher too. The same phenomenon was
also found on both conclusion scores (Mean=10.23, SD=4.11 to Mean=6.95,
SD=3.64) and the main points scores (Mean=7.48, SD=3.93 to Mean=4.95,
SD=3.14). For the productive free recall score, there was also a general
trend that the standard deviations of the 'strategy prompt' groups were
lower. Opposite was found on the main points score. Standard deviations
of the 'strategy prompt' groups were higher than the simple direction
gro ups.








































































Absence vs presence of concept map One surprising finding is
observed on two of the scores regarding the 'meaning' group and the
provision of concept map in this study. On a glance of Tables 10 and 11,
'meaning' group students when given the concept map, regardless of
how they were oriented obtained the mean productive free recall scores
of 16.71 (SD=5.21) and 11.75 (SD=6.50). Both scores were found to be lower
than the 'no concept map' groups who achieved mean scores of 18.53
(SD=4.77) and 12.00 (SD=4.96). Similarly, the mean conclusion scores of
the 'concept map' group were higher than the no concept map groups.
Mean conclusion scores of the 'concept map group were 6.00 (SD—3.51)
and 4.50 (SD=3.82) while for the 'no concept map' group, the mean scores
were 8.71 (SD=3.93) and 5.23 (SD=2.77) respectively. However, further
analyses had to be conducted to determine their statistical significances.
It was also noted that most of the standard deviations of the 'concept
map' groups were higher than the no concept map groups indicating
that scores of the 'concept map' groups were spread over a wider
magnitude.



































































Compared to the 'reproducing' group When compared to the
'reproducing group, 'meaning' group scored higher only when they
were given the strategy prompt. Mean productive free recall score for
the 'meaning' group with strategy prompt was 17.71 (SD=4.97) while for
the 'reproducing' group the mean score was 14.13 (SD=5.17). This trend
was consistent through out all three scores. For the simple direction
groups, the opposite direction was observed, for example, the mean
productive free recall score of reproducing group was 1j.40 (SD—5.~r9
and for the 'meaning' group the mean was 11.90 (SD—5.44).
The 'reproducing' group
Strategy prompt vs simple direction For the conclusion score,
students who received a simple direction got the mean of 5.60 (SD—— 1 .J
while students who received a strategy prompt got a mean of 4.96
5(SD-3.24). Scores of the former group also had a smaller standard
deviation. For the main points score, 'reproducing' students with the
strategy prompt achieved mean score of 9.17 (SD=5.48) and the 'simple
direction' students got a mean of 7.80 (SD=4.12). Standard deviations of
the strategy prompt' groups were. larger. No consistent direction was
ar
observed for the productive free recall score for this group of
reproducing' students as far as orienting aid is concerned.
Absence vs presence of concept map When glancing throug
Tables 10-12, all mean scores of the 'reproducing', 'concept ma
students seemed to have higher means than the 'no concept map' grou
but these differences have to be determined by statistical testing
Standard deviations of the 'concept map' groups were also higher tha
the 'no concept map' groups.






























































When two of the dimensions were collapsed, mean differences reflec
a clearer indication of the effects of each individual treatment. Tab
la -15 summarizes the means for the one-wav analvsis- result's
The findings revealed that the 'meaning' group in general score
higher than the 'reproducing' group in all three scores. Of the 5:
meaning group students, means for the productive free recall score, th
conclusion score and the main points score were 15.37 (SD=5.87), 6.4
(SD=3.81) and 8.90 (SD=4.22) respectively. Each of the above means fo
the 'reproducing group was 13.75 (SD=5.30), 5.29 (SD=2.96) and 8.4
(SD=4.82).
Table 13: Mean Scores as a Function of Habitual Study Strate
Men v
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Generally speaking, the variances among the subjects receiving
strategy prompt in terms of the three scores were comparable. All the
means on the three scores were higher than those students who
received simple direction1 to read the article. Again, these differences
v,.,,,, fiirt'nr rir»tr»rminf»H hv statistical testings.
Table 14: Mean Scores as a Function of Orienting Aic
Mean S Mi

































Table 15: Mean Scores as a Function of Concept Map
Mear SD A XT



































Apart form the fact that there seemed to be no significant statistical
differences on subjects performance as regard to provision of concept
map', data collected in this study also suggested that the concept map did
not exert consistent directional influence on subjects learning
outcomes.
Analysis of Varian
Productive free recall scori
Of the three main effects, only the effect of orienting aid on productive
free recall score was significant, indicating that students when given a
strategy prompt achieved a higher quality learning outcome than
students who received just simple direction to learn text materialsmi LC Li vj li iu ita iii ial iiiaLCiiaiz
fTnhl. 16 Piirthprmnrp. whpn th p nthpi
two dimensions were collapsed, significant differences between the
'strategy prompt' group and the 'simple direction' group was detectec
Although main effect for habitual studv strategy was not found.
strategy by aid interaction was detectei
Separate one-way analyses of the two variables indicated that learning
quality of the students with strategy prompt were affected across the
two strategy groups. However, the magnitude of mean difference
between the two strategy groups was not consistent. It was found that
the 'meaning' group receiving a strategy prompt- JT w w
benefitted significantly more than the 'reproducing' group who
received the same treatment
- — o o r
enmnared to their 'simde direction' counterparts
for the 'meaning' group and
w w • 1 1
group) (Fig.3).
As for the concept map, no significant difference was found between
the two groups, i.e. presence vs absence of map, neither two-way nor
three-wav interactions with orienting aid or habitual study strategy
was detected.
sTable 16: Three-way Analysis of Variance: Productive Free Recall Scor

































Strategy Aid Map .17( 17 0.006 .935
Error 9: 2590.459 28.157
Tota 99 3140.19C 31.71!
Conclusion score
For the conclusion score, none of the F ratios obtained for the three
mn'n wnc significant at 0.05 level (Table 17). However,
interactions between approach and aid was significant~ —
Habitual studv strategy also interacted
with concept map at F
at a ma rcri n n 11 n
significant level. It was found that 'meaning' group students when
given no concept map performed better than the other three groups,
i.e. the 'meaning' group with the concept map and the 'reproducing'
orrguD either with or without the map. Figure 5 illustrates theO X.
interaction.
There was no three-way interactions for the conclusion score.
Table 17: Three-way Analysis of Variance: Conclusion Sco



































Strategy Aid Map ] 1.724 1.72 0.159
Q
Error 9: 998.156 10.851





Figure 3: interaction of orienting aid and habitual












Figure 5: Interaction of concept mapand habitua
study strateav (Conclusion Score)
Main Points Score
When main points score as a dependent variable was analyzed, same as
r rrA 11 11r f rppnll crnrp c i crn i ft c n n t mnin pffprt unc fnnnH fnr
orienting aidw
.111 ciicui was iuimu iui
The.rp wns no sixnifinnnf
— —
two-way or three-way interactions effect for this set of analyses. (Table
18).
Table 18: Three-way Analysis of Variance: Main Points Scoi


































Strategy Aid Map 1 .811 .811 0 041 .84(
Error 92 1 899 071 19.88
Total 99 2003.390 20.236
CHAPTER V: CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIO?
The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of orienting aids,
concept map and habitual study strategy on the quality of learning
outcomes. Of all the null hypotheses set in this study, the data collected
only managed to reject four of them. Significant differences were
detected on the productive free recall score and the main points score
between students who received the 'strategy prompt' and those who
were given 'simple direction' before reading an article. This set of
results suggested that a strategy prompt exerted significant influence
on learning. It prompted learners to focus their learning on higher
level conceptual knowledge and hence a more conclusion oriented
learning outcome was achieved. Particularly, it prompted students who
habitually used a deep approach to learning to mobilize appropriate
skills and techniques to tackle the learning task.
Secondly, significant disordinal interaction effects were detected on
habitual study strategy and orienting aid. Hypotheses for both the
productive free recall score and the conclusion score were rejected at
0.05 significant level. Both the mean productive free recall score and
the mean conclusion score of the 'meaning' group who received the
strategy prompt were higher than their 'reproducing counterparts.
However, for those 'meaning', 'simple direction' students, their results
were lower than the 'reproducing, simple direction students. It seemed
that learners who habitually adopted a deep level strategy, when
proDerlv guided could achieved better than those who normally used
surface level approach to studying.
As for all hvpotheses concerning the concept map, data collected in this
studv were unable to reject any one of them. This general lacx of
differential effects of the concept map on learning seemed to indicate
that the concept map designed to assist learners to assimilate
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meaningful relationships while also serving as a subsumer of text ideas
failed to induce higher level learning outcomes.
The Effects of Habitual Study Strategy
Using the Lancaster 'Approaches to studying invenwry, uiiZi JLUUy
identified different levels of study strategy among groups of
matriculation students in Hong Kong. Outcomes were measured by the
conclusion score and the main points score. The former score reflected
how conclusion oriented a learning process was while the latter scores
demonstrated a subject's ability to distill main ideas from textual
materials. In this study, both scores indicated that deep level processors
achieved better quality learning. Although no statistical significance
was detected, the same direction was observed on all three dependent
variables. Mean scores for the productive free recall score, the
conclusion score and the main points score of the 'meaning' group were
15.37 (SD=5.87), 6.46 (SD=3.81) and 8.90 (SD=4.22) respectively. Mean
scores of the 'reproducing' group for each of the above three scores
were 13.75 (SD=5.30), 5.29 (SD=2.96) and 8.64 (SD=4.82). If higher level
learning outcomes entail learner's abilities to draw conclusions and
extract main principles from a learning task, this study provided results
in a positive direction to* support the body of research findings
conducted in various higher education institutions (Marton and Saljo.
1976 a b Wenestam, 1980 and Fransson, 1977).
Two examples taken from the protocols could turtner suppvr 11Z sAUV v
quantitative findings. A 'meaning' group student reported:
The author used a lot of methods to illustrate the meaning of
experience. Using scientific development in China as an example,
he explored the way people approached the roached the concept of 'experience'.
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On the other hand, a 'reproducing' student used more than 80 words to
report an analogy used in the article. He wrote:
Our heart is similar to a piece of white paper, 'experience' is like a
pen making marks on it. If the 'experience' is red, our heart will
become red. If the experience is green, our heart will become green.
Human sensory (our heart) is totally passive in this respect.
This protocol demonstrated clearly what Wcnestam (1980) referred to as
the 'horizontalisation' effect. This student failed to distinguish the status
of the principle and the status of the examples which were used to
illustratc the author's argument in the passae.
The Effects of Orienting Aids
The strategy prompt used in this study, though did not address any
specific content aspect of the article, acted like a high level adjunct
question. It alerted students to use appropriate skills when approaching
a learning task. Significant difference was detected when one-way
analysis of orienting aid and productive free recall score was conducted
F (1,98)=10.3042, p0.005. Fifty-four students with strategy prompt
achieved a mean score of 16.19 (SD=5.32) while forty-six students who
were given simple direction achieved a mean score of 12.40 (SD=5.46)
only. Mean scores for the 'meaning' group with the strategy prompt was
17.71 (SD=4.97), 5.81 points above the 'simple direction' group
(Mean=11.90, SD=5.44)• For the 'reproducing' group, the same direction
was found (Mean=14.13, SD=5.17 for the 'strate(Ty prompt' group.
Mean=13.40, SD=5.49 for the 'simple direction' group). The significant
main effect suggested that the strategy prompt might have guided
learners' processing activities. It conveyed the goal expectation of the
instructor and provided a meaningful framework for a learner to digest
new information. As a consequence a learner was more aware of
his/her learning process and interacted with the written content in a
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planned manner (Smith, 1967). This result also supported Rickards'
(1979) study. In his study, control subjects, who had been exposed to
task-irrelevant adjunct questions, reported about 19% of the specific
verbatim statements they had read and only about 2% of the conceptual
statements which conceivably could have been abstracted from the text.
When conceptual postquestions were used, the learners' immediate
report included equal numbers of conceptual and specific verbatim
statements (25%).
The Interaction Effects of Study Strategy
and Orienting Aids
Learner characteristics
The significant interaction effects of study strategy level and the
orienting aids on the productive free recall score and the conclusion
V
score showed that 'meaning' group students with strategy prompt
(Mean=17.71, SD=4.97 for the productive free recall score and Mean=7.48,
SD=3.93 for the conclusion score) achieved a higher level learning
outcome than 'reproducing' group students who were given the same
treatment (Mean=14.13, SD=5.17 for the productive free recall score and
Mean=4.96, SD=3.23 for the conclusion score). The interpretation was
that to achieve a higher level of understanding, complex, deep level
processing strategies were required. Particularly, when one had to cite
evidence to support the conclusions, more evaluation of information
within the existing cognitive network with specific strategies was a
necessary skill. When metacognitive skill supports of this kind were
lacking, 'reproducing' group students, though given a cue to process
information in a deep manner, found it difficult and resolved to
memorizing facts and details embedded in the text. They failed to
achieve as much as their meaning orientation counterparts. Based on
these findings. it was observed that the strategy prompt manipulated in
this study obviously had exened control over the manner and extent of
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a learner's processing activity. However, performance was obviously
dependent on the availability of learners' metacognitive skills.
'Reproducing' learners
One surprising interaction effect concerning habitual study strategy
and orienting aid on both productive free recall score F(1,92)=6.319,
MSe=28.157, p0.05 and conclusion score F(1,92)=6.641, MSe=10.850, p0.05
was observed in this study._ It was found that when both 'meaning'
group and 'reproducing' group students were given simple directions to
tackle the learning task, 'reproducing' group students achieved higher
quality learning outcomes. Fig.3 and Fig.4 on page 61 illustrated the
interactions. Productive free recall mean score for the 'reproducing',
'simple direction' group was 13.40 (SD=5.49) as compared to 11.90
(SD=5.44) for the 'meaning', 'simple direction' group. Similarly, for the
conclusion score and the main points score, the means were 5.60
(SD=2.71), to 4.95 (SD=3.14) and 7.80 (SD=4.12) to 6.95 (SD=).64)
respectively. For a lack of previous research findings to support this
result, the only possible explanation would be the general small sample
size in the 'simple direction', 'concept map' cell. As there were only
eight subjects in this cell, there might be a possibility that the sample
size was too small to wash away error variance.
Another point worth noting regarding the interaction of habitual study
strategy and orienting aids was the fact that conclusion mean score for
the 'reproducing', 'strategy prompt' group was 4.96 (SD=3.14). It was
lower than the 'simple direction' group (Mean=5.60, SD=21.71). Hodgson
(1976) noted that students tended to revert to their own individual
strategies regardless of how they were prompted during instruction. He
found that this phenomenon was most likely to be found with older,
more sophisticated learners who had already developed methods for
deriving meaning from instruction. Hence, in this study, it was
interpreted that for the 'reproducing' subjects the strategy prompt
failed to guide their learning processes or even disturbed their habitual
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study methods. They resumed their own characteristic treatment and
their protocols were still filled with facts and details.
-The Effects of Concept Map
The concept map provided in this study attempted to assist learners to
build a hierarchical outline or conceptual organization of the passage.
It was designed to help the learners to discover the underlying
structure of the text and to use it as scaffolding for selecting and
remembering the embedded information. In particular, it was
hypothesized that a concept map facilitated differentiation and
subsumption of ideas. Given a concept map, learners would be able to
identify the main ideas in the body of knowledge and not to view the
passage as an undifferentiated list of facts. It allowed the learners to
shift from a list, processing manner to a structure processing way.
When two dimensions were collapsed, one-way analysis of variance on
main point score showed that the 'concept map' group (Mean=9.24,
SD=5.06) performed slightly better than 'no concept map' group
(Mean=8.30, SD=4.04). However, no statistically significant differences
were detected to support this interpretation. It seemed that the concept
map version did not make it easier for the students to subsume the ideas.
They still failed to see the inherited hierarchical structure of the
passage. It was interpreted that subjects in this study experienced the
same level of difficulty in organizing the ideas in a 'concept map'
version as those in a 'no concept map' treatment. Four possible re :sons
are identified and they were explained in the following, section.
Firstly, the general insignificant effect of t:::, concept map may have
been caused by the fact that such cognitive support have interrupted
the dialogue between the author and the learner. According to Pask's
(1976a) `conversation theory of understanding, learning was an
interaction between incoming information and the learner's cognitive
structure. He described learning in terms of a conversation between two
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representations of knowledge. A dialogue between the two induced
meaningful learning. For the present study, it appeared that a third
party external cognitive support, attempting to impose organization
onto the passage, have disturbed the dialogue between the prose author
and the learner. This would explain- _why the concept map failed to
activate meaningful learning since subjects were puzzled and could not
connect the map ideas to text ideas. This might explain the marginal
interaction effects F(1,92)=3.844, SMe=10.850, p=0.053 of the concept map
and habitual study strategy on conclusion score mentioned in the
results section of this report. The 'meaning' group receiving no concept
map (Mean=7.20, SD=3.81) were less disturbed than those who were given
the map (Mean=5.45, SD=3.61). The 'no map' students were able to
interpret the article in a private and personal manner. They extracted
more meaningful learning from the text. However, 'reproducing' group
students might possibly found the map relatively helpful (Mean=5.70,
SD=3.33) and achie:ed better learning outcomes than the 'no map' group
(Mean=5.00, SD=2.70).
Secondly, although it was assumed that subjects in this experiment
possessed similar background knowledge that allowed a common
baseline for further understanding of the experimental passage, it did
not, however, imply that all subjects have already had the appropriate
schema for further integration of knowledge (Rumelhart, 1981). If a
subject possessed a schema different from the instructional designer's
existing schema, it would hinder his/her further understanding of the
content ideas conveyed in the concept map. Furthermore, it might also
be possible that subjects failed to match their existing schemata to the
schema conveyed in the author's written passage for various unknown
reasons. Obviously. l:ere was a chance that for this type of complex
learning task, performance could not be easily altered by simply giving
the learners an external aid if performance was influenced more by
strategy employed. Or perhaps. a concept map was simply insufficient.
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The fact that a subject failed to match his/her schema to the concept
map urged the researcher to examine further the internal structure of
the textual materials. It seemed that content knowledge in this
experimental passage lacked a commonly agreed hierarchy and
structure. Any instructional designer looking at the -present map would
be able to argue and point out omissions and alternative links. It was,
therefore, not surprising that subjects might have found the concept
map unhelpful or even disturbing.
The spatial and visual attributes of the concept map were also
considered as possible explanations of the insignificant effect of the
map. Although Stewart (1980) proposed that a concept map had a special
feature of closeness to natural language, he did not, however, consider
the spatial encoding process involved. When a subject failed to activate
appropriate mental processes to decode the symbols encountered and
internalized the ideas, such diagrammatic representations became
redundant features.
Finally, in this study, the subjects were merely required to read the
concept map. This might result in a general low level of involvement. It
demonstrated that this form of passive learning by itself was not
sufficient and a more active approach, i.e. asking subjects to fill in key




Results of the present study suggested implications for practice and
further research on inserting adjunct aid into instructional texts.- It
demonstrated the facilitating effect of a strategy prompt on quality of
learning. It is, therefore, recommended that strategy prompts be placed
in advance of textual materials to alert and guide learners to read in a
planful and interactive manner. However, since the underlying
cognitive activities are not fully understood, further theoretical and
operational clarifications are required. Such investigations include how
the strategy prompt makes a learner -aware of the nature of the
learning task how it monitors, regulates the learning process and how
content ideas integrate into existing cognitive schema. It is envisaged
that further study on how an orienting aid exert influence on the
learning process could enlighten not only the findings of the present
study, but also a body of accumulated literature concerning the effect of
orienting aids- on learning outcomes which is suffering from a
theoretical void (Reinhard and Rickards, 1985).
For the 'reproducing' group, it is fully aware that a strategy prompt was
insufficient to promote high level learning outcomes. This supported
Marton and Saljo's (1976a) study that persuading surface learners to
adopt a deep level strategy was not an easy task. It is recommended that
for this group of students, metacognitive skill training be provided. As
this group of students habitually adopts a narrow approach to learning,
it is recognized that their conception of learning was reproducing facts
and details. They need metacognitive instructions to make them aware
of the meaning of learning and the accompanying strategies required
to achieve these higher level goals. Metacognitive training continues to
be an area of future research if our ultimate goal of instruction is to
help our students to become independent and effective learners.
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As for the concept map treatment, the fact that no evidence was found to
support the hypothesis that, given more fully developed instructional
aids learners would be able to integrate subordinate ideas into
superordinate network, indicated several directions for further
research.
Firstly, the absence of difference between the two concept map
treatment groups may have been an artifact of the viscous nature of the
content structure of the experimental passage. This general lack of
well-defined conceptual structure of the article must be recognized as
imposing a threat to the generalizibility of this study. It is fully aware
that the passage used in this study does not contain a commonly-agreed,
well-settled structure. It is suggested that research be conducted to
investigate the effect of concept maps across various disciplines. Would
a concept map enhance student learning when the knowledge structure
could be well-defined, for example a technical passage, or when the
subjects are more familiar with the content materials continues to be
our research interest.
The problem of concept map construction also deserves further
examination. Since the hierarchical structure of the article is unclear,
the schemata of the author and the instructional designer, without
interactive dialogue, are bound to be different. To eliminate confusion,
it is recommended that further studies should have the conc. pt map
constructed by the original author.
In the present study, students were merely asked to read the concept
map, it does not automatically imply that students study the mar)
accordingly. It is recommended that future research studies should ask
subjects to construct their own map or to insert terminologies into
participatory maps. It would also be of interest to study how students use
this special form of advance organizer, what is the nature and intensity
of the participation involved and what is the students' perceived
function of such instructional support.
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Thus, it is concluded that the study reinforces the importance of
orienting aid to guide students to learn effectively. The significant
effect of internal cognitive processes employed by the learners
demonstrated that, as instruction designers, we should never
oversimplify the dialogue between a learner and the learning
materials. Instructional design should shift from what we do to how
learners process information if we believe that learning is not simple
reproduction of information.
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Approaches to Studying Inventory




Please circle appropriate code number for the following questions.





















































8. Please give the grade scores of your best 5 subjects when you took the Hong Kong
Certificate Examination in the box below.








Approaches to Studying Inventory
SECTION B
In this section, we are concerned with your study strategies in general. We would like you
to show whether you agree or disagree with each of the statements listed on this
questionnaire booklet. Your answer would be different for different subjects, however, you
should reply in relation to your general study methods.
Underline the number on the Answer Sheet that best fits your immediate reaction. Do not
spend a long time on each item: your first reaction is probably the best one. Please answer
each item. Remember there is no right way of studying and do not worry about projecting a
good image. Your answers are CONFIDENTIAL.
















the items doesn't apply to you





















I find it difficult to organize my study time effective!1
我覺得有效率地褊锑我的學習時間是很困難的。
I try to relate ideas in one subject to those in others, whenever possibleV — — — ―‘ 一 ，，丨-国―疆龜册 ，編嗎尋 , ,丨泰燊暴燊
在可能範圍內，我會將一個學科內的槪念聯繋到另一學科上
Although I have a fairly good general idea of many things, my knowledge of the deta
is rather weak.
雖然我在很多方面有一個概括的認謖，但對於钿節的知識却很貧乏。
I I enjoy competition; I find it stimulating.
我喜款競爭，我覺得它有激渤作用。
4 I usuallv set out to understand thoroughly the meaning of what I am asked to read.
芹硏習指宝譖太時，我湧常舍嘗試透徹地了解其中的含意
6 Ideas in books often set me off on long chains of thought of my own, only tenuously
rf]ntfyr tr% T UIA C rPHinO，穩 擊 ，，雪――零 一 ― ―‘ ― ― ~
書本內的槪念經常引起我一連串的，與書本內容無基閱連的思潮。
7 I chose my present study mainly to give me a chance of a really good job afterwards.
芳浮讚丨言誤珲的主要原因是它將會铪我唼會找到一份好的工作‘
8 Continuing my education was something which happened to me, rather than something
T frvr mvcplf
9 r Hk-e to be told precisely what to do in essays or other assignments.
我專款萏明確的指示，告訴我怎樣寫文章和完成其他的功課。
1° t mvcelf nuestionins things that I hear in classes or read in books.
茳掷常對讅課和咨本的內、容提出疑問。
1 1 I generally prefer to tackle each part of a topic or problem in order, working out one
at a time.
我寧願依次處理完一個講題的一部份，才處理另一部份，
1 2 The continual work pressure: deadlines and competition, often makes me tense anc
depressed.
無止的功課壓力：限期及競爭，經常令我心情緊張及情緒低落
13 I find it difficult to 'switch tracks' when working on a problem: I prefer to follow
each line of thought as far as it will go.
我覺得在處理一個問題時改變兎路是很困難的，我寧願跟着一條思路直到盡頭。
1 4 My habit of putting off work leaves me with far too much to do at the end of term.
我拖延工作的習慣往往導致學期末段時功課堆積如山。
1 5 It's important to me to do really well in the course here
在這課程取得好成績，對我來說是十分重要的。
1 6 Teachers seem to delight in making the simple truth unnecessarily comolicated.
老師們似乎很喜款將一些簡單的道理弄成不必要的複雜。
1 7 Distractions make it difficult for me to study effectively.
分心的事初令我很難萏效地研習。
1 8 When I'm doing a piece of work, I try to bear in mind exactly what that particular
» » s-% •--» r t r itront垂暴 雌 V 冊――章―‘
II‘
1 q t iicoiiv Hrm't have time to think about the implications of what I have read.
我诵常沒有時間去思考我所閱讀的書本的含意。
2 0 Teachers sometimes give indications of what is likely to come up in exams, so I look
rnt frr m fiv h G hintS.
老師們有時會示泛考試的內容，故此我留意各可能的暗不。
2 1 In trying to understand a puzzling idea, .1 let my imagination wander freely to begin
with, even if I don't seem to be much nearer a solution.一― 一一―――單― V ― ‘ 曇暴暴.
在該圆解決一個疑點時，我讓我的想像力自由發揮，就算明知逐渤遠雞答案，我也
會這樣傲
2 2 My main reason for being here is that it will help me to get a better job.
我茌這裏讀書的主要原因，是這樣可以幫助我找到一份更好的工作。
2 3 Often I find myself wondering whether the work I am doing here is really
worthwhile.
我經常馊疑我在這裏學習是否有價値。
2 4 I generally put a lot of effort into trying to understanding things which initially
seem difficult.
我通常很努力的試圖理解一些初時看來很深类的問題。
2 5 I Drefer courses to be clearlv structured and hiehlv organized.
我比铰喜款硏習那些有淸楚結搆和高度組織的學科。
2 6 A poor first answer in an exam makes me panic.
0
2 7 I prefer to follow well tried approaches to problems rather than anything too
adventurous.
我寧惡跟菇常甬的方法去處理問題，而不惡冒殮作新嘗試。
2 S I'm rather slow at starting work in the evenings.
在浼上要着手敬功課時，我都是漫呑兰的。
2 9 In trying to understand new ideas, I often try to relate them to real life situations to
which thev might apply.
在試圏理解新漑念時，我經常芻想到怎樣去憑用於現實之中。
a n uViri T'm readine I try to memorize important faciS which may come in useful later.
當我閱讀時，我設法緊記要點，以便将來可以應苗。
3 1 I like to play around with ideas of my own even if they don't get me very far.
我喜款用自己的想法去思考問題，雖然這蓝不一定可行。
32 I will choose courses more from the way they fit in with career plans than from my
own interests.
我選擇學科時，會铰重視它們是否配合我的事業計劃，餃少依從自己的興趣。
3 3 I am usually cautious in drawing conclusions unless they are well supported by
evidence.
在下結論時，我通常十分小心，若非有足夠的證據支持，是不會下判斷的。




3 5 I suppose I am interested in the qualifications I'll get than in the course I'm taking.
0趣興的科學讀所對我於濃更贄0興的歷資的得取将對我想我
3 6 Often I find I have to read things without having a chance to really understand them.
很多時我須要閱讀，但沒有孩會眞正理絜讀物的內容。
3 7 If conditions aren't right for me to study, I generally manage to do something to
change them.
如杲條件不利於我讀書，我通常能夠改變它們。
3 8 In practical work, I like to try to work out several alternative ways of
interaretinsz the findings.厶灰毳‘ 毳 瓤一知摹雌雌 一
7
3 9 Mv main reason for being here is so that I can learn more about the subjects which
renllv interest me.‘ ‘瓤： 巍暴毳一聽一—零
我链琀讀菩的主要理由是要學習更多我感興趣的學科的知誌。
4 0' In trying to understand new topics, I often explain them to myself in ways that othe
people don't seem to follow.
在試圚理解新課題時，我時常蹈一些別人好像不能理解的方法來向自己解釋
mr
4 1 I find I have to concentrate on memorizing a good deal of what we have to learn―，――—――――一―――丨零纖一瞧，輪秦奏籍钱泰通!――為
我發党我須要集中精神，勞勞地記誦大量的資料。
4 2 It is important to me to do things better than my friends, if I possible can.
做事比我的朋友強，對我來說是十分重要的。
4 3 I find it better to start straight away with the details of a new topic and build up an
nvprall nirtiirp in that wav
我發現開始一個新課題時，最好是先弄淸楚其中細節，然後再組織一涸全靣観
4 4 Often when I'm reading books, the ideas produce vivid images which sometimes tak
o a A 1 t-£Vk r-f oum
看書時，書中的意念產生生動的形象，彷锑有它們自己的生命。
4 5 One wav or another I manage to get hold of the books I need for studying
我璁有方法取得我需要甩來學習的書本。
4 6 I often ®ot criticized for introducing irrelevant material into my essays or classe
我經常在文章中或課堂上，提出無關的資料因而被批評。
a 7 t f?nH rh-u studying academic tooic can often be really exciting and gripping.
我受得學習學術科巨是可以十分刺激和扣人心这的
4 8 The best way for me to understand what technicalspecial terms mean is to remember
.1. _ L « 1» 4 r» f 1 n 1 H A n C
1110 16X1-000 氏 1111
搿我來沒，明白技術注或專有名詞的最佳方法是記誦敎科書內的定義。
4 9 I certainly want to pass the next set of exams, but it doesn't really matter if I only
.'net thmtlph.。从暴从广一
涉碑希望汪下一次考試取得合格，但就算只是勉強通過也無所謂。
5 0 I need to read around a subject pretty widely before I'm ready to put my ideas dowr
on paper.
我須要廣泛地閱證有關一個誤頸的袞老盡太，方可以鹄我的赍会宣下枣，
5 1 Although I generally remember facts and details, I find it difficult to fit them
together into an overall picture.
雖然我通常記得事實和細節資料，但要將它們拼出一個全面觀是很困難的。
5 2 I tend to read very little beyond what's required for completing assignments.
除了因爲做功課而須要的閱讀外，我很少讚其他的讀物。
5 3 Having to speak in class is quite an ordeal for me.
須要在課堂中發言，對我來說是一種考験
5 4 Problems fascinate me, particularly where you have to work through the material tc
reach a logical conclusion.
難題令我着迷，尤其是當我須要钿心研究資料才可達到一個合邏輯的結論诗。
5 5 I spend a good deal of my spare time in finding out more about interesting topics
which have been discussed in classes.
我將相當多的空閒時間用作進一步採討在課堂上曾討論過而有趣的問題。
5 6 I find it helpful to 'map out' a new topic for myself by seeing how the ideas fit
tnapthpr
將一個新課頸的槪念繪列下來，以観察其間的關係，對認識課題是很有眾助的
5 7 I seem to be n bit too rendv to jump to conclusions without wuiting for oil the
f 1 -l r- ~»
0
5 8 I hate admitting defect, even in trivial matters.
我討厭要承認失敗，卽使是不重要的事也一樣。
5 9 I think it is important to look at problems rationally and logically without making
intuitive jumps.
我認爲理性地及有還輯地钊斷問題是很重要的，不能直茺地下結論。
6 0 I find I tend to remember things best if I concentrate on the order in which the
teacher presented them.
我發覺如果我依照老師講解的次序學習，我會記得最好。
6 1 When I'm reading an article, I generally examine the evidence carefully to decide
whether the conclusion is justified.
當我閱讀文章時，我通常小心的審察證據，以確定其結論是否合理。
6 2 Teachers seem to want me to be more adventurous in making use of my own ideas.
老師們似乎希望我更有冒狳精神地運用我自己的思想。
6 3 When I look back, I sometimes wonder why I ever decided to come here.
當我囘顥過去時，我有時懷疑我決定葙頊讀書的原因。
6 4 I find academic topics so interesting, I should like to continue with them after I
finich this rmirs£
我對學術性的課題很感興趣，我會在完成這課程後’錢错進修類似的學街科巨。
Answer sheet for Section B
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Appendix C
Concept Map for the Passage
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The Four Experimental Treatments
106Treatment I: STRATEGY PROMPT ONLY
Strateov nrmmnt nrinr to the readino of the article
Read the following article on 'Experience'. You will be given a short test on this
article immediately afterwards. When you read the following article, you are
expected to keep in the mind the following questions:
1. what is the principal argument presented here?
2. what is the evidence he used to support his viewpoint?
3. what are the major conclusions drawn by the author.









Treatment II: STRATEGY PROMPT AND CONCEPT MAP
Strategy prompt prior to the reading of the article
Read the following article on 'Experience'. You will be given a short test on this
article immediately afterwards. When you read the following article, you are
expected to keep in the mind the following questions:
1. what is the principal argument presented here?
2. what is the evidence he used to support his viewpoint?
3. what are the major conclusions drawn by the author.
While reading the article, you can make notes but you could not use these notes
Instruction accompanying the concept map
You will find that the diagram accompanying the article is another way of
presenting the information contained in the text. It is designed to facilitate your
learning of the knowledge in this article. You are advised to refer to it before,
during and after you reading of the material. You are not allowed to use your notes
nor the diagram on completion of this reading exercise.
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Treatment III: SIMPLE DIRECTION AND CONCEPT MAP
Simple direction prior to the reading. of the article
Read the following article on 'Experience' as you r normally do. You will be given a
short test on this article immediately afterwards. While reading the article you
can make notes but your notes could not be used during the test.
Instruction accompanying the concept map.
You will find that the diagram accompanying the article is another way of
presenting the information contained in the text. It is designed to facilitate your
learning of the knowledge in this article. You are advised to refer to it before,
during and after you reading of the material. You are not allowed to use your notes





Treatment IV: SIMPLE DIRECTION ONLY
Simple direction prior to the reading of the artier
Read the following article on 'Experience' as you normally do. You will be given a
short test on this article immediately afterwards. While reading the article you





Instruction for the Test
姓名：〖中）
〔英〉
班別：
請周不少於五百字的文章，握要描述「談經驗」一文所傅遞的主要訊息。
時間：二十分鐘


